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TENTATIVE DRAFT OF REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRCRAFT
COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES 1

CHAPTER I. GENERAL Because of the fact that the devel
opment of aircraft specialties is con

Section 1. Scope of Requirements. | stantly increasing in scope and variety

These regulations shall apply to all there undoubtedly will be important
important components and accessories components and accessories developed
which are manufactured as complete from time to time which are not speci

units and purchased by aircraft manu fically provided for in these regula

facturers and /or operators for use on : tions . In such cases the general pro
licensed aircraft . For the purpose of cedure for approval will be in accord
these regulations an accessory or com ance with these regulations and the
ponent shall be considered important | manufacturer of the unit in question

if , by malfunctioning , it can endanger shall apply to the Secretary of Com
the safety of the aircraft or the cargo merce for special rulings particularly

or passengers in the aircraft , or per | applicable to that product .
sons or property beneath the aircraft . Sec . 2. Classification of Units .

( A ) Approved type certificates may
1Aeronautics Bulletin No. 7- F , Air Com
merce Regulations for Aircraft Components be granted for each approved type or
and Accessories . . I model of each of the following units :
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in order to ascertain how the present | incident to taking -off from or landing
system of determining ceilings and on an established landing field , air
other weather observations can be im port, or on property designated for
proved . To accomplish this , the De that purpose by the owner.
partment of Commerce is furnishing It is felt that a warning to pilots
aircraft and pilots , while the Weather and operators that flights at less than
Bureau is furnishing the meteorologi 1,000 feet over prisons are in viola
cal apparatus . tion of the Air Traffic Rules will be
Also , Department of Commerce air sufficient to clear up the situation .
ways representatives on their periodic However , it might be well to point
inspection tours throughout their dis out that under the air commerce act
tricts , will be accompanied by Weather it is unlawful to navigate any air
Bureau representatives for the pur craft otherwise than in conformity
pose of contacting the various weather with the Air Traffic Rules and penal
stations and for giving further instruc ties may be assessed in case of
tions and training to the observers violations.
when the necessity is indicated .
Another phase of the project neces AERONAUTIC RADIO RESEARCH
sitates the cooperation of airline oper
ators or pilots , which has been re In experiments for the improve
quested . ment of the landing -beam device the
Air transport operators have been aeronautics research division has
asked to determine , by information been making a theoretical and experi
furnished by their pilots , any incon mental investigation of ultrahigh fre
sistencies in the weather reporting quency transmitting systems . An an
service . Full detailed reports , includ tenna array comprising four horizon
ing all possible information available , tal dipole antennas was set up and
when the actual weather is found to be is under test . These antennas are
different from that reported , have been placed in two pairs, one above the
requested . These reports will be sub other , the spacing between the pairs
mitted to the Chief of the United and between the lower pair and
States Weather Bureau . ground being one -half wave length .
Pilots , especially those flying regu Each pair consists of two parallel an
lar schedules , have been requested to tennas in the same horizontal plane,
check carefully the weather conditions separated by one - fourth wave length ,
at given points along their course to and carrying currents differing in
determine whether or not the actual | phase by 90°. The antenna system
conditions are in agreement with those has considerably smaller dimensions
included in the weather report . than the present arrangement em
Proper allowance is to be made for ployed with the landing -beam trans
normal changes in conditions subse mitter .
quent to the issuance of the weather The transmitting set employed in
report . Such statements are to be the experiments consists of two 75
forwarded , either through the organi watt tubes connected in push -pull and
zation channels or otherwise , to the feeding the antenna system by means
Chief of the United States Weather of a pair of parallel wires . A quar
Bureau . ter -wave transformer line is being

tested as a means of matching the
ATTENTION OF AIRMEN DI impedance of the transmission line
RECTED TO RESTRICTION to that of the antenna array . This is
AGAINST FLYING OVER PRIS a 2-wire line one -quarter wave length
ONS long with variable spacing .

Flight tests have been begun to
Complaints received by the Aero determine whether the power eni
nautics Branch with reference to air ployed is sufficient for landing -beam
planes flying in the vicinity of pris purposes and to check the directivity
ons indicate that the portion of Air of the transmitting antenna array .
Traffic Rules applying to flights of
this character are not generally un ADDITIONAL AIRPORT RATED
derstood .
Under an amendment to the Air An A - 1- A rating has been granted
Traffic Rules, which became effective the Indianapolis municipal airport , In
in April , aircraft flying over Federal dianapolis , Ind ., as an airport for land
or State penal institutions are re - planes . This rating certificate is the
quired to maintain an altitude of at | ninth to be issued by the Department
least 1,000 feet . This ruling applies of Commerce under the Airport Rating
in all cases except where necessary Regulations.
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